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The "Satya" in Satyagraha
Samdhong Rinpoche's Approach to Nonviolence

HE MOST VEN. PROF. SAMDHONGRINPOCHEhas been
for the past

decade the world's foremost theoretical exponent and practical advocateofa
specificallyGandhian approach to nonviolence, both as a doctrine of political
action
and as a personal religious practice. From one perspective this is unsurprising:
Ahimsa is central to Buddhism; the Tibetan exile has its center in India; His Holiness the Dalai Lama pays homage to the Mahatma's legacy. From another perspective,however, there is a surprise here: Satyagraha as it is theorizedby Gan-

dhi and as it is theorizedby Samdhong Rinpoche is a specificallyreligious

doctrine. But the religious contexts in which they each theorize are dramatically
different, and in particular differ regarding the nature of satya itself and regarding

the nature of the practitionerand the soteriologyimplicatedby the practiceof
satyagraha. It would therefore be both facile and misleading to assume that satyagraha for Samdhong Rinpoche is the same satyagraha as it is for Gandhi.
In particular, to construct Samdhong Rinpoche's satyagraha, I must provide
an account of satya appropriate to an atheistic Buddhist context, and an account
of agraha and of graha that makes sense in the context of Buddhist practiceand
soteriology. It should be plain that this is necessary. For Gandhi's satya is
grounded in the permanence of ätman and its centrality for action, in the union
of the personal ätman with the godhead, and in the revealed truth of the Hindu
scriptures. These truths are not available to a Buddhist satyagrahi. But this does
not mean that Gandhi's central insight that grasping the nature of realityand
insistenceon truth is the foundation of all morally significant action and meaningful life. All that it means is that we need to understand what that truth could
be for a Buddhist practitioner and what it is to grasp and to insist on it. When

we do so, we will see that the core Gandhian commitmentto nonviolencein

life
body, speech, and mind as an organizing principle for personal and political
remains intact, but that this commitment is provided with a new foundation.
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EXISTENCE, AND REALITY

TgvTH,
translated into English, particularly in the context of satyaoften
-t
is mos "truth." \Vhile this translation is perfectly good, it can mislead
as
attention to the full semantic range of the term, which could as
pay
not
or "what is the case." This emphasisis is important
translated"reality"
otherwise think that satyagraha is especially connected
one might
theses—true sentences. It is not. While sometimes theses
doctrineor set of
the satyagrahi insists, or grasps, sometimes it is simply
thingson
recogntion of which the satyagrahi insists.
that are grasped or on the
redities
translational problems in its
compoundsatyägraha also poses interesting
the meaning(s) of satya. For it could arise
right,oen once we understand
conjoiningsatya with graha, and so mean "grasping the truth." Or it could
fromconjoiningsatya with ägraha and so mean "insistence on the truth."
readingcan be appropriate, depending on context. So, satyagraha does

a grasping,and an insistenceon the truth of, and action reflectingthe

and insistence upon, certain correct doctrines. Obviously, given the fact
fiis first meaning of satya is in play in satyagraha theory, we are going to
to understandSamdhong Rinpoche's satyagraha as involving the grasping
Dd insistenceupon certain Buddhist truths or on reality as it is seen from a
perspective.We will return to this issue later in this chapter. But while
Bud&list
=vaga.hais indeed always connected to certain doctrines or theses, to underit in such purely declarative terms would be at best partial.
In secondsense of satya, satyagraha is action that reflects and is grounded
n natureof reality. In this sense satyagraha need not itself derive from any
seafic theoryor doctrine but might reflect a spontaneous and direct awareness
ofhovthingsstand and indeed might itself not so much derive from but represent
trch, by demonstratingthe nature of reality and appropriate engagement with
Sat reality.

third senseof satya, awhat is the case," might appear to be indistinguishfrom second. The difference, however, is crucial if we are to understand

tm.ütuyered
characterof satyagrahaand if we are to set it in a properly
context.
in the second sense satya denotes the nature of reality,
third it denotes what is the
case in a particular circumstance, how things

contingently
stand. Effectiveaction requiresnot just (or perhaps not at
gasp

of theory, not just a harmony of action
with the fundamental nature
but also awarenessof the
concrete details of the immediate context of
A firm grasp of
the details of the action-context and insistence on the
Rt.icuiar facts
against obfuscation or error is constitutive of satyagraha.
sensesof satya and correlativelyof satyagraha are present
in Ganand practice,as well
as in that of Samdhong Rinpoche. I will not be
the way
articulate in Gandhi's own account but rather explaining
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how to understand Samdhong Rinpoche's version of satyagraha, given his
under,
standing of truth, reality, and action in accordance with reality and circumstances,
grounded as it is in Buddhist action theory. I will also be concerned with
satya.
graha as a practice for ordinary human beings. Buddhas and highly realized
bodhisattvas are necessarily satyagrahis. But I am not writing for them. They
need
neither a philosophical discussion of truth nor a discussion of the nature of a
life
lived in accordance with truth. Satyagraha must, if it is to be relevant to human
political and personal life, be possible for ordinary beings like us, and it is to
ordinary beings that the mahatma and Samdhong Rinpoche address themselves.
Indeed, it may by Gandhi's deepest insight, and one with which Samdhong Rinpoche would undoubtedly agree, that satyagraha represents the only way that an
ordinary human being can lead a fully human life. For this reason the analysis
of truth, of action, of thought, and of speech I provide will be resolutelyan
analysis of these phenomena as they are experienced, enacted, and lived by ordinary human beings.
THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS AND THE FUNDAMENTAL
NATURE OF REALITY

Let us first pay attention to reality. The reality in question is human reality,the
world in which we find ourselvesand in which we act. It is important to hold
this fact in mind because otherwise we might confuse the reality with which we
are concerned in action theory and in ordinary individual and political practice
with the impersonal reality of the physicists. We might then be very puzzled about
how even to understand the Four Noble Truths or the doctrine of the Two Truths
so central to any Mahäyäna account of life and action. Or we might on the other
hand confuse that reality with which we are concerned with that experienced by

a buddha, and so be perplexed regarding the degree to which reality is characterized in a Buddhist framework as so problematic.
The reality of the physicist is impersonal in precisely the following sense: it is
furnished indifferently with physical objects: some observable and some not; some

sentient, some not; some alive, some not. And all are equally real whether they
matter or not; whether they come to any consciousness or not. All equally exist.
But none are present. None matter. None are persons. Such a universe is a universe

of things, but not of beings. We, however, inhabit no such universe. We instead

to
inhabit a world. And a world is populated by beings, which beings are present
while
us, These beings are heterogenous. Some are, like us, other persons. Others,
and
not persons, are nonetheless sentient. These matter. Others are merelymatter

are
are of less account. But they are not for that reason of no account. For there
valuables and values that transcend persons and their concerns.
world
But persons and their concerns are nonetheless crucial to bringing a
the
and its beings -into presence and hence into the reality that matters from
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action and morality.For things become present to us by virtue of
of
standpoint
projects, and they
become present to us as the things that they
concernsand
networks of interdependence in which they figure, by virtue
enmeshedin the

concerns, and the way of seeing the world they induce. These
ofourprojects,
and concernsare conditioned, to be sure, by the projects and concerns
projects
with whom we (not necessarilywillingly)share, and in (not
oftheotherpersons
ß-essarilyvoluntary or conscious) collaboration with whom we construct our
world.

Otherpersons present themselves to us as persons because we care about persons;sentientbeings are present to us as sentient beings because sentience mat-

ters;toolsemergefrom the physical totality as tools, and as tools of specific
swords, or ploughshares—precisely because of our purposes
kinds—computers,
andtheirsuitability to and design for those purposes. To live in a world is hence

to livein an organizedand interdependent structure of objectswhose existence
in that world and whose place in that ordered totality is determined by our
patternsof concern and care, by our projects and intentions. We are, of course,
embedded in and constituted by that world. It and its beings recipinextricably
rocallydeterminedour patterns of care and concern, our projects, possibilitiesof
actionand plans, and hence our very being. To be a person is hence both to
determineand to be determined by a world.
ThoughI have expressedthis point in the language of Western existential
phenomenology,
my point is perfectly Buddhist, just another way of insisting on
thespecialrole of mind in determining the ontology of the world, a role always
limitedby the corporeal. It is another way of explaining how all objects of consciousness
are conventional and lack existence from their own side. It is another
wayof explainingpratitya-samutpäda. It is another way of expressing the principle

that the world we live in is determined by our karma—our actions, including
thoseof body, speech, and mind. Finally, it is another way of expressing the first
twoof the Four Noble Truths and of grounding the second two and so provides
a wayof addressingthe question regarding both the nature of the satya and the
natureof the agraha in satyägraha.
TOsay that our care and our concerns structure the world in which we find
ourselvesis not to adopt a mystic idealism—far from it. It is rather to say that

whatemergesout of the background as an object of potential engagementis
determinedby what we care about, what we are ready to perceive,by our human
PUrposes,
and by what we are prepared to recognize. That is why it is fair to say
withthe Madhyamaka tradition that the phenomena we encounter—those comPrisedby our world—are conventional, and that their existence is only an existencerelativeto our distinctive consciousness. That is why the world we inhabit
is a function

of our activity.

The Four Noble Truths are truths about our world, not about the abstract
realityof the physicist.The truth of dependent arising,and the Two Truths,
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about the world we humans
inhabit. Letus
likewise,are pre-eminently truths
truths
in
these
the
context
understand
of praxis and
explore just how to
hence
is suffering. All of what? All
this
All
satyagraha.
of
domain
that emerges
in the
First,
so?
and
most
How
obviously,
concern.
to care about
from our care and
inevitable
fact that that about
somethingis to be vulnerable to the
whichone
imperiled,
and
less
than
one
impermanent,
might
havehoped
cares is inevitably
object
of
the
care
is a loved one, a possession
it would be. This is true whether
the welfare of distant others, or even a cherished ideology, political program,or

theory. It is a deep fact about the human predicament, and one of the Buddha's
greatestinsights,that for anything to be an object for us is for it to comeinto
presenceand hence into being for us through suffering, and to be an endless
cause of suffering. The only alternative is the depersonalization of realityand
ceasingto inhabit a human world. But that is no help. From a Mahäyänaviewpoint, and that is the moral perspective of Samdhong Rinpoche, to ceaseto inhabit a human world—even were that possible—would be a far greater suffering
for beings like us. (And again, the care with which we are concerned is ordinary
human care, nothing supramundane—a care sufficient to generate a world,suf-

ficient to recognize and to ground suffering, and sufficient to motivateits alleviation.
Second, though, and from the standpoint of social action, of equal importance:
this is all suffering because it comprises countless sentient beings, and countless

sentient beings are suffering in countless ways. If the world were simplya collection, simply a heap of unrelated things, it would hardly followfrom thisfact
that all this is suffering. But given that our world is constituted as an interconnected whole and not as a collection of atomic points, the fact of sufferinganywhere inevitablymeans that the whole must be thought of as suffering.It is an
inevitablefact that we will be aware of the suffering of others. Our choicesare
two: to be moved by that suffering to suffer alongside, or to remain indifferent.
In the first case, of course, we suffer. In the second case, however, we suffereven

more, by virtue of our diminished humanity and our alienation from that world
that alone can give our lives meaning. Any suffering is hence omnipresent.(And
this, we might add, is as true for the Boddhisattva as it is for the ordinary person.)

Sufferinghas a cause, and that, globally and transcendentally,is attachment.
We have seen why this is so. The very fact that we are enmeshed in a world
structured by our concerns, attached to others through bonds of communityand
care, and connectedto other points in space and time by projects,plans,and
memoriesguarantees that we are vulnerable to pain, to death, to impermanence
in all its guises and to the unpredictable and uncontrollable slings and arrowsOf
haveseen'
outrageous fortune. And even were it,
per impossibile, an option, as we

detachmentwould be useless. Furthermore, each mundane instance of suffering
has a cause. Wars do not just
comesabout
happen. They are waged. Starvation
distribute
not through random
meteorologicalevents, but through a failure to
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not of privation but of economicinPovertyis a consequence
adequately. and on. The particular causes of suffering are as innumerable
on
'd
the root is as universal as the phenomenon is universal.
and
s,
instance
at leat
its
fr om suffering. We must understand this release in
release
is a
Sotherefirst, the suffering we encounter in the world can be alleviated, and
alleviated throug h our efforts. We can comfort and sometimes
be
can
indeöåitsick.We can calm the dying. We can prevent war and violence. We can
the
reconciliation. we cannot be guaranteed success
economicjustice and
ventures, but neither is failure a certainty. And progress requires
these
in of
release from suffering is possible through one's own praca
Second,
onlyeffort.
what the Buddhist tradition calls "primal ignothroughthe alleviation of
tic,
the fundamental nature of reality. Understood
" That is ignorance about
ignorance is embodied in the delusion that we are
thisframework,such
is independentof that of others, and that our world is not
fate
our
that
atomic,
ourselves, our fate, and our world in this way,

as we see
ofour making. So long
anything could give our lives meaning, simply because we
it is inconceivablethat
therebycut ourselvesoff from everything meaningful, and everything in which
ourlivescould be reflected. To extirpate this ignorance is not to transcend the

webof interconnectionand care that constitutes suffering, but to live in it with
understanding,hope, and purpose that that suffering itself gains meansufficient
ingandthat our lives gain purpose. This mundane release from suffering is thus
notan escapefrom the world in which suffering is omnipresent, but an engagementin that world in a way that transforms suffering into purposive action.
TheeightfoldBuddhist path then offers a solid commonsense approach to
achieving
that purpose, to living a life of careful interdependent action aimed at
thealleviationof suffering, a life in which physical action, the livelihood that
organizes
one's productive life, thought, and speech are directed to issues that
meritconcern. The Fourth Noble Truth is the simple fact that only a life lived in

authentic
awarenessof and response to our existentialsituation is a life worth
living.To fall from this standard is necessarilyto fail to grasp the nature of
existence,
to fail to face up to reality,and ultimatelyto fail to insist on the truth

astheguiding principle of one's life. In short, it is to lead
a life guided by delusion

anddevoidof real significance,"a tale told by a fool, full of sound
and fury,

signifyingnothing."

TheFour Noble Truths are, of course,
grounded in interdependence, and this
grounding,
I hope,has emerged in this existentialanalysis,as it emerges
in that
Ofthe Buddha and in
that of Nägärjuna. But they are also, as Nägärjuna properly
emphasizesgrounded in the
Two Truths—the conventional truth of the reality
andinterdependence
of phenomena and the ultimate truth of their emptiness of
Inherentexistence.If
there is an advantage to the existential understanding of the
FourNobleTruths
as truths about the lived world of human existence, it
is that
it is so plain
on this account just how the Two Truths
ground the Four: the
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emptiness of all phenomena is simply the fact that the beings of our world
have
no being independent of our care, our projects, our consciousness,and our lives;

the emptinessof the person is the fact that to be a human being is to project
oneself into a world with such cares, projects, and consciousness of others, and

that absent these,we and the world are literallynothing.
The conventional truth of things is the fact that despite being nothing in abstraction from this context of concern, the being we bring to things through
such engagement is indeed being in the fullest possible sense, not some counterfeit or second-classbeing. Moreover, such a conventionally constituted world
is—not despite, but because of its conventional character—worthy of our effort
and care. There simply is no more real, more important place in which to expend our efforts or to live our lives. And the unity of the Two Truths that is the
foundation of the Madhyamaka and the wellspring of compassion is the fact that
being can only be being-in-the-world, and that being-in-the-world can only be
conventional in precisely this sense and therefore can only be empty, precisely
in this sense.
This is the truth, the reality, and the existenceon which it makes sense,from
a Buddhist perspective,to insist, which it makes sense to face, and which must
be grasped in order for effectiveaction and meaningful life to be possible.We

now considerwhat it is to actualizethis truth and our insistenceon it in the
practice of satyagrahaso understood.
GRASPING REALITY AND INSISTING ON THE TRUTH

What is it to face up to what is, to grasp reality and to insist on the truth? First
of all, to face up to what is, is to acknowledgefrankly the omnipresenceof
suffering, the fact that the causes of suffering are concrete, adventitious, and often

actions for which human beings typically bear causal and moral responsibility.
This is no mean feat. It is easy to avert one's gaze, to lose oneself in contemplation
and enjoyment of the good things in life, and to treat suffering either as unreal,
It
distant, or as an unavoidable part of the background against which we live.
a
might appear that by living in denial of suffering we live more happily. But
from
central insight of satyagraha is that the reverse is in fact true. For alienation
sufall that is significantcannot be a source of genuine happiness, and to deny
is to
fering is to alienate oneself from the world and all that it comprises.That
which one
lead a life both lonely and meaningless, and to anticipate a death at
that
will have no option but to look back over a wasted and pointless existence,
is heard
of the "poor player who frets and struts his hour upon the stage and then

no more..

an agent
To face authentically what is, is to take seriously the fact one can be
the

in
for the alleviationof sufferingand that to fail to act is to be complicitto do

not
causation of suffering.Again, it is easy not to face up to this fact, but
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one's back and so to live in bad faith. And finally, to face
turn
is
seriously the fact that specific courses of action, specific ways
take
to
is
is,
the participation in particular discourses are necessary tools in
and
ofthinking,
of suffering and become morally mandatory for anyone who takes
alleviation
the
That is, satyagraha determines a course of action, and that course
seriously.
life
specified in the eightfold path.

roughly
ofactionis
the level of concrete, conventional truth, and all of this reflects
Allof this is at

of taking the empirical facts of the human condition
thesimpleconsequences
togetherwith taking one's own humanity seriously. But what is it to
seriously
somewhat deeper level—the second dimension of Buddhist
graspreality at a
To grasp reality in this sense is to grasp the truth of interdependence,
Satyagraha?
orone'sown situatedednessin a world in which bonds of causation and care
one to all others situated in that world. It is to grasp the fact that all
connect
is inevitablyone's own, and so to cultivate not merely sympathy but
suffering
the great compassion that inevitably leads to engagement and action.
compassion,

It is to graspthe fact that in participating in the constitution of the world we
inhabitwe are therefore responsible for that world. To grasp reality in this sense
is henceto grasp the fact that the bodhisattva path is not simply the supreme

humanmoralpath, but the only truly human life. And to grasp that reality is
to embarkupon that path.
therefore
Toinsiston the truth is to proceed one step farther. In the languageof the
Christian tradition, it is to '(testify." For this reason satyagraha is
evangelical
necessarily
a public life. Satyagraha in this sense is pedagogical, publicly calling
attentionto the truth and demanding attention. This insistencemay be verbal.
Buteffectivesatyagraha is always more than that. The actions of the satyagrahi
arethemselves,as Alomes (1998)has eloquently argued, representational, and this
representational
character is as important as their more direct effects, as they
forcebroad attention to the situations toward which they are directed and to
Satyagraha
itself. They simultaneously engage with reality and publicly demonstrateuncomfortablefacts and the duties those facts impose. When the Mahatma
ledthe salt march, the public character of that act demonstrated the immorality
Ofthe Salt Act, of British repression in India, of the possibility of nonviolent
resistance,
of the right to make salt, and of the right to svaraj and, most important,
Ofthe duty injustice imposes to resist openly and nonviolently. To make salt in
secretwouldindeed to have been to make salt but would have been literally an
insignificant
act, failing utterly to engage the moral issues simply because without

thepublicdimensionthere
can be no representationalcontent to the act. The
Rev.Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., urged a public boycott of the Montgomery,
Alabama,
buses.It was important not simply that African-Americansnot ride
Segregated
buses,but that they be seen not to do so, and that their being seen
notto do so
was articulate, ostending an injustice, a just alternative, and a nonviolent
method for obtaining justice.
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This representational character of satyagraha imposes the greatest duties on
the satyagrahi,His or her every action is not only an engagement, but a demonstration and an assertion. Hence to misstep is also to mislead and to deceive.
An act either of violence or of cowardice, however unintentional, could be read
by the audience of the action as indicating the justice of such an action. Insistence,
hence, requires supreme effort and supreme mindfulness. For the same reason
that mindfulness is at the foundation of the eightfold path and of all Buddhist
practice, it lies at the heart of satyagraha.
I have been characterizing a Buddhist satyagraha by grounding practice on a
Buddhist conception of truth in an effort to understand the most Ven. Prof.
Samdhong Rinpoche's appropriation of Gandhi's ideas and approaches in a Buddhist context. It is perhaps not at all surprising that the account of the practice
of satyagraha that emerges is no different from what Gandhi himself would have
articulated, despite the vast difference in the account of truth and in the relation
of practice to that truth, For each account is grounded in a common insight:
political action is not incompatible with spiritual practice. It can, in fact, be the
highest form of spiritual practice. For to live an authentic life is to live in recognition of interdependence and to honor one's commitment to the world of
which one is a part, living so that one's own being is a public reflection of reality.
Retreating from the public sphere when public action is necessary is a betrayal.
Any truth worthy of articulation is too important to betray.

